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RePro Food
Project Report Greenhouse part 3

Status:
Based on the latest insights we have chosen to
try to build a Tomato Innovation Center in
Ljusdal (instead of Bjuv) rather than a ‘normal’
greenhouse. To develop a new way of growing
for Sweden, based on the use of low
temperature waste heat, we need to develop
and integrate new techniques.
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Tomato Innovation Center Ljusdal
lay out 75.000m2 (4sections of 18,750m2)
- section 1; diffuse glass 50% haze AR coating; 18.000lux HPS grow light installation.
- section 2; diffuse glass 70% haze AR coating; 18.000lux HPS grow light installation.
- section 3; diffuse glass 50% haze AR coating; Hybrid grow light installation 18.000lux HPS;
Baopt Climate system
- section 4; diffuse glass 50% haze AR coating; Hybrid grow light installation 13.000lux HPS
+ 6.000 Lux LED; Baopt Climate system
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Progress Report 3 – March 2017

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Innovation
Glass to optimise effective
uptake of natural light and
insulation
Lighting to optimise production
output and energy consumption
Low-temperature heating
system
Industrialised RAS production
of fish species with a high
market value
Recirculation of fish faeces to
greenhouse
Business structure for industrial
symbiosis
Financing structure for
regenerative industry

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Achievements
Greenhouse design 75 + 7,5 ha
Environmental Impact
Assessment
Plan description
Plan map with conditions
Illustration plan
Storm water investigation
Natural value inventory
Public consultation report
Acceptance by the county
board (Länsstyrelsen)
Project Plan
Project Agreement
Strategic Communication and
Dissemination Plan
Design for Tomato Innovation
Center

•
•
•
•

Issues
Findus closure in Bjuv,
changing plan to Ljusdal
City planning process
Ramp-up capacity among
partners
New heating solution
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Diffuse Glass.
To have a good understanding
about the light transmittance of
diffuse glass with AR coating (this
coating is to limit the reflection of
light so that more light comes true
the glass. We asked for a
independent measurement for 10
pieces of glass supplied by the
Chinese company, Hennan Yuhua
new material Co.Ltd

This report shows that the average
light level of the glass is 96% which
is at least 5% better than the
standard of normal glass used for
greenhouses.
See attachment for the full report
(attachment 1).
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Tomato Innovation Center Ljusdal
Climate System
This year we re- invested in a trial
center in the Netherlands where we
have gained valuable knowledge
which we can use in the TIC in
Sweden.
Especially the technical development
of the ‘BaOpt’ climate solution, which
made it possible to work with low
temperature waste heat, gave us
very important new insights for
further development and
implementation of this system.
Based on the trial we did in 2014,
and the research report that
Wageningen University made of that
trial, we where able to design a more
stable installation that also help us to
build at a economic scale.
See attachment 2 for the full report.
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Energy needs for heating and Grow lights.
We hired an energy advising
company AAB.NL to make a report
for the energy needs in Ljusdal
based on average weather data for
Ljusdal.
Based on this report we calculated
the installations for heating and
grow lights. The connections that
we need to the grids and the
commodity amounts for heat and
electricity.
Also based on this data we made a
estimation of the energy savings
with this new type of heating
system and hybrid grow light
installation.
See attachment for the full report
(attachment 3).

Tomato Innovation Center Ljusdal
grow lights
The use of High Pressure
Sodium (HPS) grow light
systems will make it possible to
produce and sell a good tasting,
high quality, locally grown
tomato year round

Oreon Grow Light 2.1 LED
We want to show that we can
even improve the production
and quality with the use of a
hybrid installation where we
combine HPS and LED light.
With LED we are able to give a
more precise light spectrum,
and lower the energy usage
with 10-15%.
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Energy saving potential
Based on the energy calculations, and the results of the
test greenhouse in 2016, we calculated the potential
energy savings for the project in Ljusdal, based on 4
sections (see excel attachment 4)

Tomato Innovation Center Ljusdal
Finance
Based on quotations,
our experience and real
time market information,
we conducted a study to
gain a good idea about
the financial feasibility,
opportunities and
threats.
See attachment 5 for full
report.
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Tomato Innovation Center Ljusdal
next steps

Conclusions and Decisions
1.

To get the project started we need to get the permits to construct and operate the Tomato Innovation
Center in Ljusdal (or an other location). We need to decide what the best options are.

2.

We need to find financing partners to get a loan with proper and realistic terms.

3.

We need the support from the government to line up all the agencies who are involved. If we want a
feasible project we must take action as quickly as possible.

4.

We need support from the government, to implement this new technique at Swedish growers, to
make sure Sweden will be more self sufficient in the future.

is ready to move forward!

